Esports under COVID-19: a watershed moment
and its infrastructure dilemma
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Preface
At the beginning of 2020, many analysts predicted the year to be a defining moment for the market of
esports. Some predicted passing the mark of $1.1 Billion in revenues for the first time in this young
industry, with the majority of revenues coming from media rights and sponsorships1. With the colossal
growth rate in markets such as China, these predictions were far from being exaggerated.
Then came a black swan event with the COVID-19 pandemic, and
although the gaming industry has so far generally benefited from the
confinement “lockdown” created by social distancing, it has
jeopardized many endeavors in all types of businesses. The subset of
esports in gaming has been critically affected on many fronts.

Considering the cancellation of most sporting events in the immediate foreseeable future, esports were
poised to take center stage as a major form of home entertainment during the pandemic. And indeed,
we have seen many great successes in terms of viewership for esports events such as the eNASCAR
iRacing Pro Invitational Series, which broke the record of the most viewed live esports event on
television with 903,000 people tuning in2. However, even these successful events have been hit by
problems of differences in latency between players, which is an infrastructure issue that all players have
been facing since the beginning of the real-time multiplayer games’ era. Professional stock car racing
driver Bubba Wallace had this to say about the virtual race at Bristol Motor Speedway on iRacing: “It's
such a small and short track where we can get super close to each other in real life and almost like lean
on each other and be OK. But when you lean on somebody in the virtual world, you kind of hit a lag, and
so you lag into each other and you end up wrecking. That makes Bristol really tough because it's so small
and such close-quarters racing”3.
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https://venturebeat.com/2020/02/25/newzoo-global-esports-will-top-1-billion-in-2020-with-china-as-the-topmarket/
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Another gargantuan issue approaching with the summer season is the tournament scene for many of
the big titles in the industry. These tournaments are usually held in a specific venue, with players and
fans travelling from all over the world to attend these live events. Social distancing rules adherence has
meant that most of these gatherings are now cancelled and many studios are faced with the necessity to
find an alternative. Online events have been assumed in most cases, but how will studios be able to
guarantee a low latency environment and fairness for all competitors in these high-stake matches where
a few milliseconds of reaction time can be the difference between millions of dollars in prize pool?
A paradigm shift has been long overdue in the realm of real-time multiplayer gaming, plagued by
networking issues for so long that studios prefer finding workarounds, such as lag compensation,
instead of addressing and fixing the root causes4. The tools are currently available to fix a great majority
of these issues, but studios have been slow to adopt these new technologies. The necessitated advent of
massive online esports events is currently the best catalyst by which an industry-wide change can begin
to occur and be brought to the world at large. Let’s explore what has been done so far, and what can be
done to improve the state of esports under social distancing measures.
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The show must go on(line)
Let us first take a look into what game companies have already tried as methods of holding esports
competitions under social distancing restrictions.
Riot Games, the company behind League of Legends, had first planned to relocate its LCS championship
series from Texas to its Los Angeles studio, where most teams are located. Local area networks will
always be preferred in a high-stake esports competition where a few milliseconds in reaction time can
be the difference between your virtual life and death. But under new stricter local and state guidelines,
Riot Games had to make a change of plans and hold these competitions online5.

There have been many technical considerations for these matches: cheat detection, voice
communications, webcam recording, and most importantly latency. Riot is in an especially enviable
position in this field; they have over the years created their own infrastructure and peering network
which allows them to control many critical elements of the infrastructure backbone. Few other
companies have this enviable technical ability, but even in these more than optimal conditions Riot still
had to cancel the Mid-Season Invitational, which is their second-largest annual international League of
Legends competition, because “alternative versions of the event would not meet company standards”6.

5
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https://www.espn.com/esports/story/_/id/28953076/2020-lcs-spring-split-finish-online-planned
https://esportsobserver.com/riot-cancels-lol-msi/
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The company Activision and its Call of Duty World League, with its $6 Million prize pool, has also been
forced to continue online to the discontent of many professional players. Matches had to be played on a
“neutral” server; one that would not give a significant advantage to a specific team. This often meant
teams would not be allowed to play on a server too close to their physical location, leading to the Dallas
Empire, headed by one of the most prominent player Crimsix, calling the Call of Duty League servers
“not playable”7.

Many other esports events have been cancelled and there will be many more, if no solution can be
found and the most critical issue these events face is not fully addressed; the necessity for low latency.
This issue, at the core of so many woes and grievances of players worldwide, has now been catapulted
to the forefront by the necessity for adaptation. It is not that online esports events created this issue, it
is rather an issue that has afflicting players worldwide for decades, but one which game companies are
now today finally forced to look into from the perspective of esports. Necessity is the mother of
invention, so let us take this opportunity to look into this topic to find solutions that will endure long
after this pandemic has subsided and passed.
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Solutions for a paradigm shift
It is important to understand that there is a law of physics issue at the core of latency. Data travels in a
fiber optic cable at 2/3rds the speed of light, around 200,000 km per second. To reach halfway around
the globe, data has to travel 20,000 km, and so that means that in the best of conditions it would take
100 milliseconds for data to reach its final destination. It might not seem like much, but any professional
esports player would be appalled to play under a constant 100ms delay in latency. For example, in the
fighting game Street Fighter, reaction times are calculated in frames, since seeing the first frame of an
animation means a player can react to it. The game runs at 60 frames per second, so if the start of an
animation takes 6 frames, such as Chun Li’s Houyoku-sen Super Art move, the player has exactly 100
milliseconds to react to it. This is exactly what happened during the Evo Championship 2004 semi-final
match between Daigo Umehara and Justin Wong. Daigo, playing as Ken, had exactly 1 pixel of life left on
his health bar during the final match, which meant he
could not block his opponent’s Super move, and so had
to parry every single hit of a 15 move combination in
succession. Defying all odds, he managed to parry every
single hit, went on to counter the final kick, and
launched into a combination that won him the semifinal8. This defining moment in the nascent history of
esports in the early 2000s simply could not have
happened with a 100 milliseconds delay.
The problem of high latency, and in conjunction with jitter and packet loss, comes from the current
model of gaming infrastructure. The cloud infrastructure currently favored by many studios is actually an
improvement on the older model of dedicated servers. Most cloud providers today offer access to many
sites around the world where they can guarantee a level of conformity between locations, and as such
simplifies the provisioning of game servers. However, these data centre locations are limited
geographically since they are built in gigantic server farms, and so are impractical to be located in a
metropolitan city such as New York or Tokyo, where many players reside.
The problem of latency becomes amplified when we take into account the fact that data does not travel
in a straight line on the internet, and so has to make many hops between routers, each hop affected by
the other traffic on the current network. Cloud providers at the end of this network are a good fit for
downloading a constant stream of data, such as is the case with movies, but are not equipped to ensure
a good experience for online games, which send back and forth very small packets of information in
short bursts. Considering these cloud providers are rarely located in the city where the esports matches
would take place due to the location constraints described above, delays in latency cannot be fixed by
use of big cloud data centers outside of urban centers.
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Having a dedicated server in the right location might seem like the next logical choice. Gathering the
location data from all players of a match, it is possible to find the best physical location to have a
dedicated server, and find the nearest server available. However, variation in ISPs and network traffic is
not addressed in this method and can often account for a huge disparity between the best geolocation
and the best network location. Also, if the competition involves players who go on to face unknown
opponents, as in most tournaments using a single or double-elimination bracket, the whole process has
to be started from scratch with every match and as such is impossible to do on-the-fly.
We could then theorize a mobile data center of sorts, such as the Portable Modular Data Center (MDC)
by IBM, who would travel around a city or even country, to the best location available for a specific
match9. This idea, although it has the benefit of being very imaginative, has many associated practical
issues that are hard to solve in the current environment, the most critical being the stability of the
network connection no matter where it stops.

Network accelerator technologies, such as NetworkNext or WTFast, have been promising a fix to the
issue of latency for the end users for many years now. They do not solve the problem of the location of
the game server, but instead try to accelerate the network connection of players and reduce the
number of hops data has to pass through to reach its destination. Results to-date have been hit and
miss, with NetworkNext improving latency in only 52% of cases under the best of conditions10. But
although they cannot solve for or address the core issue of the law of physics properties of latency, in
theory such a solution would indeed have the ability to accelerate the traffic of data inside the network
through the use of segment routing and MPLS (Multiprotocol label switching).
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Edge computing has been touted as a solution by many to address this issue and is ideally positioned to
solve a variety of the pressing problems currently faced by esports organizers11. The idea behind edge
computing is to deploy a multitude of micro-datacenters co-located in key areas where the end users
are. There needs to be a great network of edge computers in all cities to solve the latency issue, and
global CDN providers with large “hyperscale edge infrastructures” have been at the forefront of this
push. However, once this network is established, there is a need for an intelligent orchestration
platform to quickly analyze a specific set of requirements for a specific match, and dynamically send the
players to the best available edge server. This is where an orchestration tool such as the solution built by
Edgegap comes into play.
Edgegap’s decision maker tool, Arbitrium, analyzes a variety of network parameters for a specific group
of players and finds the best suited edge location for a match. Latency is often seen as the main culprit
in a bad gaming experience, but network variations in jitter and packet loss also have a very significant
impact on the player experience. Based on patented technology, this orchestrating platform analyzes
each set of data through the use of probes in all the available edge locations and can accurately pinpoint
the edge server that would offer the best results for all players in a match.

For Edgegap, theory has met practice with real-world case studies made in collaboration with leading
gaming studios. Here Arbitrium managed to improve latency an average of 93% of the time, achieving a
staggering average reduction in latency of 46%. With the proper tests performed and networking
components optimized, these findings have demonstrated that online esports tournaments can be held
on the platform with very minute delays being felt by the professional players. In the case of a specific
tournament held in a specific city, it could benefit the tournament to integrate with a distinct network
provider with a large footprint in the city to pool its edge computing network. Edgegap’s cluster
managing tool within Arbitrium can use data centers outside of the big cloud and edge infrastructures
and turn them into edge computers to the benefit of the global network, and as such integration with a
local provider can be accomplished in a timely manner.
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https://www.vxchnge.com/blog/how-data-center-reduces-latency
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Fairness is also an important concern for competitive
esports matches, and has been shown to be improved as a
side-effect of the overall lowering of latency through the
help of an edge computing network. Defined as the
difference in RTT (round-trip time) between players, having
a much faster RTT than an opponent can create an
unsurmountable advantage for an individual player.
Through an Edgegap case study with one of the top 1v1 PvP
games currently on the market, we can see that Arbitrium
has the ability to improve fairness in competitive games in
66% of the cases processed12.

The ability to gather information regarding the network connection between players will also be
paramount for these high stakes matches. Network connections can become unstable during a match as
a result of a variety of networking issues, and having visibility on these parameters can act as an
insurance policy for the organizers and the players involved. Edgegap is currently developing a tool that
allows the visualization of live telemetry data relating to all the players’ connections to the game server,
and can thus show variations of latency, jitter, packet drop and other network fluctuations throughout a
match. It will then be up to the tournament organizer to make a decision based on that data, such as
pausing the game during a network problem, or even invalidating the match based on the results
recorded. In addition, ASA will also arm the tournament organiser with the ability to fine grain control
the network of a specific player, either accelerating it by sending QoS improvement requests for a
specific higher latency player, or slowing the network connection of a low latency player to improve the
overall fairness of a match.
Even in the case of a direct peer-to-peer connection, edge
computing has shown that it can improve latency by the
addition of a relay server between players. Indeed, in 70%
of 122,000 matches analyzed, the average latency was
reduced by 23% by adding a connection point between 2
players12. This again bears-out and proves that in
networking, the fastest route between 2 points is not
necessarily a straight line, and to use a real-world analogy,
it is often a side street because the city’s main road arteries
are constantly blocked by traffic.
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Although hyperscale edge computing can help online competitions worldwide, it is not a panacea for all
the ailments the esports industry has to face under COVID-19. Case in point, above 24 players in a single
match, even a highly distributed network of edge computers cannot guarantee a good player experience
for all players involved; there is simply too many end points to resolve to find an adequate connection
point for all. Although we believe that massive-scale, highly-proximate edge locations can be as good, if
not better than the locations cloud network providers can provide beyond 24 players, the emerge of
Battle Royale titles with up to 100 players simultaneously has a specific unique set of challenges to be
solved in order to guarantee a fair online competitive environment under tournament conditions. Also,
local and regional tournaments will increase in importance as the logistics of holding international
competitions become impractical. Although Microsoft has been working on a proof of concept for a
submerged data center13, there is currently no adequate servers for transcontinental matches, and so
they will suffer either from a big gap in fairness between parties involved, or from latency above a
reasonable competitive threshold for all parties as Edgegap has exposed in a series of examples from
their case study.

Notwithstanding the above outlier presented cases, the most realistic and flexible solution for most
esports competitions thus seems to be the utilisation of a hyperscale network of edge computers,
coordinated by an orchestration tool to select the best edge server for each specific match. Network
accelerators using MPLS are not mutually exclusive to an edge computing network, and if proven to
have a positive impact on network traffic acceleration, can also be used in conjunction with edge
computing to accelerate the traffic sent back and forth between players and game server. This we
believe is a compelling, viable solution for the pressing issue of online esports competitions under
COVID-19 pandemic social distancing rules. In addition, its adoption by gaming studios will solve the
issue of latency for players worldwide in all types of real-time multiplayer games. As edge technologies
become popular and more micro-datacenters are deployed in locations around the globe, even
underwater, the selection for the best location gains in accuracy for the end users, and the need for a
powerful decision-making orchestration platform becomes an imperative.

13

https://techcrunch.com/2018/06/08/why-microsoft-wants-to-put-data-centers-at-the-bottom-of-the-ocean/
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The aftermath: no turning back
Many books will be written on the effects this pandemic is currently having on many industries
worldwide. As the pandemic subsides, the world will wake up to a new normal. Some, such as airlines,
hoteliers and the tourism industry have been deeply affected and will see many businesses fold under
the weight of this virus. Centuries old companies will disappear and be replaced by a new generation of
adaptable businesses. The gaming industry has so far been treated fairly well all things considered.
However, as the esports tournament season kicks into gear, many pressing issues still remain to be
solved if the matches are to be held under optimal conditions. This is a watershed moment that could
propel esports, and gaming, to new heights by reaching a wider and more engaged audience. But
without the proper setup, this could also become the rapid undoing of a tremendous opportunity. In our
analysis, we have not taken into account cheat detection, voice communications, play casting, and many
more issues these tournaments will face and needs to solve for. We do believe, however, that these
issues can be resolved with currently used proven technologies and a little ingenuity.
The need for online tournaments and competitive matches might diminish after we leave the era of
COVID-19 restrictions, but will not go away. Even before the pandemic, organised tournament qualifier
matches were often held online, and the world of esports betting for online matches was witnessing
astounding growth14. Furthermore, the habits currently being picked up by men and women worldwide
will not simply go away when social distancing rules are relaxed and lifted. We believe that gaming, by
its intrinsic addictive nature, will retain a much higher adoption than before confinement as a main
source of entertainment.
The case for edge computing comes from an exhaustive understanding of the player experience, and will
remain at the forefront of the issues that the players face in online gaming as more network demanding
immersive augmented, virtual and mixed reality technologies are ushered in. The companies that will
manage to evolve and prepare for the future post-pandemic will be a step ahead of the game. Many
gaming studios have been self-serving in the past on their analysis of their player’s online experience,
refusing to look into solutions for a problem they do not want to admit and confront. Many still believe
that the problem cannot be fixed, and so let the player deal with their own frustrations, ultimately
affecting retention and monetisation for their titles. The behemoths of gaming are here to stay, but
their share of the market could quickly erode to the benefit of more nimble, adaptable companies eager
to seize the opportunities offered by new technologies emerging under the gaming transformation
brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic.
❝The tragedy of life is often not in our failure, but rather
in our complacency; not in our doing too much, but
rather in our doing too little; not in our living above our
ability, but rather in our living below our capacities.❞
Benjamin E. Mays
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